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despite its aged image, los kumbia kings eventually regrouped again to record the full-length kumbia kings vibes (2003), which featured a new lead singer, cesar lozano. cesar had previously sung for menudo, and had grown up watching and loving the group. he stepped in
after pee wee left the group in 1999, and consequently became a permanent part of the group. he would later be replaced by carlo montagner, but cesar remained the lead vocalist. the following year, 2008, saw the appearance of a new kumbia kings album, cantos. the first
single, malinche (my love), was a collaboration with juan gabriel, who had previously recorded with los kumbia kings. the album was a shift from the group's typical pop-oriented fare, and instead featured boleros, a genre of music some fans found rather odd. but after the
album's success, another album, el que no vive vol. 2, was quickly released to keep fans happy. then came two eps in 2010: chica mujer (tallulah) and la fea del amor (the ugly one from love), the latter of which was co-written by carmen velasquez, who was kumbia kings's

original lead vocalist. the following year, the two albums that were previously the only official releases were combined into an album titled imperfecta (2012), which was the first album in several years that did not feature pee wee. it featured a number of guest features,
including a duet with former lead vocalist, cesar. the group's continued popularity was also illustrated in the following year's la luz del sol (2013), which featured a new lead singer, david mora.
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the kumbia kings all starz
continued to tour and record,

releasing six more studio
albums in the next five years.
in 2001, the group released

the album super kumbia
kings. the album was a
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critical success and sold well.
singles we still have songs
that they will hear in the

kumbia kings concerts. but
we also have songs that they
will hear in their own group,
because we are at the same
level of professionalism, cruz

says. each group has their
own style, but we have a lot
of songs that will appeal to
both groups. we could do a

crossover record, like the fact
we have a song like duetos
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with the kumbia kings. we
can do it for sure. in addition

to serving as a crowd-
pleasing concert opener, the
aforementioned selena remix
also appears as the opening
track on the kumbia kings
duets cd. cruz explains: we

did a remix of baila esta
kumbia, which is a song that
the whole latin community
knows. it was the first time
since the tragedy that a.b.

was able to collaborate with
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his sister on a production [via
her pre-recorded vocal track].

it had been over ten years,
but the formula and

chemistry that had made he
and his sister such a success

was reunited again in the
studio on this remix. also on

duets is a kumbia kings
reworking of selenas english

hit i could fall in love. just
when everything seemed to
be running so smoothly on
the surface, with kumbia
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kings live winning a latin
grammy (best tropical

regional mexican album) and
pee wee all set as the group's

new superstar draw,
controversy erupted. the
facts of the matter are

debatable, and no doubt
twisted, but the short of the

story is this: a feud broke out
between quintanilla and cruz
martinez, the only remaining

members of the original
kumbia kings lineup, and
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evidently it boiled down to a
fight over money, as both

argued their respective cases
on univision's cristina,

slinging ugly accusations
back and forth in the process

(even martinez's wife,
grupero star alicia villarreal,

took part in the brawl).
consequently, quintanilla left
los kumbia kings -- yes, the
group he had presented on
album after album -- and

proceeded to form his own
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group, confusingly billed as
kumbia all starz ; notably,

pee wee and prez joined him,
along with songwriter luigi
giraldo, leaving the leftover
kumbia kings for martinez.
quintanilla debuted his new

group shortly thereafter, with
ayer fue kumbia kings, hoy

es kumbia all starz (2006), a
skimpy album boasting a
new, radio-ready pee wee

single, chiquilla, presented in
no less than four versions.
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